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Main Contributions
We interpret the gap as a generative metaphor (Schön, 1979).

We describe the emergence of the gap in HCI discourse and examine its 

development and possible limitations.

We propose a new metaphor (the continuum) as a way of reframing the 

theory-practice relationship.



Generative Metaphor 1. The Paintbrush-as-pump Story

… Synthetic bristle development was not going well.

… Comparing synthetic to natural bristles did not yield effective insights.

“You know, a paintbrush is a kind of pump!”



Paintbrush-as-pump. Insights from the Story

… generative metaphors create new perceptions, explanations, and inventions.

… they organize features of reality, describe what’s wrong, and set a direction for transformation.

… they develop over time.



Generative Metaphor 2. The Theory-Practice Gap
Connecting Theory and Practice (Butler, 1985)
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What’s Wrong: Communication



What’s Wrong: Practitioner Constraints



What’s Wrong: Abstraction



The Theory-Practice Gap. Future Transformations

>> make findings understandable and applicable to practice

>> practitioner constraints could be eased

>> abstraction could be reduced such that the connection to practice is clearer



Q1: Why do researchers attend to some 
features of reality and not others?
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Q2: Has the gap metaphor 
been effective?



Q3: What don’t we see?
                  continuities | lenses
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Opportunity
Frame theory and practice in terms of a different generative metaphor... 
one that draws attention to connections and synergies.



REVERSAL (Derrida, 1982)

“Expands our understanding of [a 

phenomenon] by flipping the center and 

the margins…”



CONTINUUM
emphasis  continuities, agreement, and harmony



AFFORDANCES
How and why have practitioners 

adopted/used the concept?

Q: How do we leverage existing connections 

to strengthen theory and practice?



Three Paths Forward
Bridge assessment

Case studies of continuities/synergies

Framing practice as a kind of theorizing



… open a space to explore 
different framing metaphors
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